
ARE YOU OUR  
NEW GROUP FINANCIAL CONTROLLER?

Odyssey is a new scale-up hotel company on a mission to rapidly open the most unique hotel 
concepts across Europe. Amazing hotels offering real service by real people. Their team of 

entrepreneurial, unique, and ambitious individuals is the key ingredient to reaching their exciting 
goal of opening 25 new hotels per year and doing it like no one has done it before. This means 

they are daring, different, and fast. They truly believe in the power of people and therefore 
focus on empowering each individual instead of limiting them. The true passion for the craft of 
hospitality, the fun as a team, and the excitement you get when achieving the company goals 

are what make this an exciting journey to be part of.

Together we Grow is their motto. Act together, be entrepreneurial, be sprightly, act accountable. 
These are core values that reflects Odyssey Hotel Group entirely. Strategically cleverly aligned 

and staffed courageously with a lot of expertise from the housekeeper to the CEO, from the 
house technician to the financial controller and to all persons in operations. Within the Finance 

department you will report into the Head of Controlling and you will have one assistant financial 
controller to cooperate with. As the company is pretty young and fast growing, the role would 

require a candidate that likes to build and implement improvements on a daily basis.

UTRECHT



POSITION

Your focus will be financial controlling on group level. You manage internal and external 
stakeholders. Together with the colleagues in operations and hotel administrations you work 

on delivering financial data for the group.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

• Follow up on internal procedures and ongoing improvement of administrative organisation

• Evaluate Financial performance of 4 holding entities

• Month end + periodical close of Holding activities

• Setting budgets in cooperation with group functions

• Contacts with external accountants in different countries

• First point of contact and coordination of the Assistant Financial Controller



WE ARE LOOKING FOR

Excellent accounting skills

Experience in group reporting

Preferably some base experience in an accountancy firm (BIG4 or other)

Qualified Accounting degree is highly preferred

Industry experience is an advantage



WE OFFER

The role offers a salary in range 65-72K annually, possible hybrid working 2 home / 3 
office days, discounted rate in over 7000 hotel locations across the world, training and 

development budget, laptop and phone, 25 holidays

INTERESTED

CONTACT US ABOUT THIS ROLE

mailto:talent@odysseyhotelgroup.com

